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CONVERGED  
RETAILING  
ROADMAP 
Can grocery retailers deliver the shopping  
experience consumers really want?



Shoppers today expect a converged retailing experience: 
seamless and consistent interactions with their favorite 
retailers whether they are at home, on the go, or in the 
store. Retailers must move beyond multi-channel retailing 
to provide a smooth, integrated consumer shopping 
experience that includes loyalty programs, social media 
and digital marketing. 

According to a study by Retail Systems Research, 
100% of responding retailers believe the multi-channel 
shopping experience should be converged for a consistent 
experience. However, only 32% have achieved this goal.1
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Are grocery retailers providing consumers with the 
shopping experience they really desire?
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To gain insight into which omni-channel capabilities 

mattered most to consumers and explore whether grocery 

retailers were providing these capabilities, NCR conducted 

consumer surveys and grocery retailer observations in 

North America, Europe and Japan.

These surveys - the NCR 2012 C-tailing Research: 

Five Service attributes are changing  
the game. Now, grocery retailers must 
jump in or lose out.

Global Consumer Insights Survey and NCR Retailer 

Benchmark Study - show a gap between what 

consumers demand and what retailers are offering. 

What’s next? Retailers must act quickly to align  

their operations with the new reality of  

converged retailing.

For grocers who are ready to respond to  

consumer demand for a converged retailing 

experience, there is a roadmap.  

Read on learn more.



Mobile phones, tablets and computers can quickly 

connect users to their favorite retailers in just a few 

swipes or keystrokes. The majority of consumers 

surveyed by NCR indicated they would like an 

option for downloading electronic coupons rather 

than clipping, printing and managing paper versions. 

Retailers can take advantage of this trend by providing 

an additional shopping incentive in the form of 

electronic coupons to consumers. 
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Savings my way1
Consumers are more technologically 

dependent than ever.
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The Consumer-Retailer Gap
73% of shoppers surveyed (78% in North America;  

72% in Europe; 72% in Japan) stated that the 

availability of electronic coupons was one of their 

“must have” features.# However, only 46% of 

favored grocery retailers offered electronic coupons.±

Where do I begin? 
Growing numbers of grocery retailers have begun to 

partner with third-party content providers to make a 

greater variety and number of offers available on their 

websites for consumers to opt into electronically. 

Retailer Roadmap Starting Point #1: Electronic 

Couponing with NCR Advanced Marketing  

Solution (AMS).

NCR AMS integrates with the point of sale (POS) to 

drive consumer loyalty with highly targeted promotions 

and incentives. This comprehensive, flexible and 

consumer-specific omni-channel offer management 

solution is the first step to meeting the consumer 

demand for electronic coupons.
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A Coupons.com survey showed that digital coupon users 

make 22% more shopping trips per year than the average 

shopper. The digital coupon user and the average shopper 

make 69 and 57 trips per year, respectively.2 This same 

survey revealed that 62% of digital coupon downloaders 

usually visited a grocery store within two days of printing 

or saving coupons to a loyalty card, and another 43% 

planned to shop within the next 24 hours.

The message from consumers is clear: 
Provide electronic coupons and  
we will shop.

Digital coupon users spend 49% more per year than the 

average shopper. The digital coupon user spends $3,803 

while the average shopper spends $2,545.

NCR AMS helps retailers add an electronic coupon 

offering to their store’s marketing and loyalty campaigns.

From instant redeemable savings to  

multi-part offers, electronic coupons  

encourage consumers to buy. 
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Attention retailers: We have now entered the age of the digitally dependent shopper. Consumers 

expect their favorite grocery retailers to know—and anticipate—their shopping preferences.

Retailers cannot afford to rely on a single generic communication vehicle for reaching consumers. The 

widespread availability and use of technology means that retailers must be willing to use diverse methods for 

interacting with shoppers. 

While shoppers like receiving electronic offers, market research indicates that their greater preference is 

to have a more personalized shopping experience in the physical store. The RIS/Cognizant 2011 Shopper 

Experience Study indicated that 39% of male shoppers surveyed want a more personalized shopping 

experience based on their wants or needs, as did 33% of surveyed females.

Preference-based  
consumer experience 2
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The Consumer-Retailer Gap
69% of consumers in North America (80% of which 

are American consumers), Europe and Japan would 

welcome personalized offers delivered electronically.# 

Yet only 27% of grocery retail locations in the nine 

observed countries provided this service.

Where do I begin? 

At the end of the day, retailers must be agile in 

responding to consumer demand for a  

personalized shopping experience. 

Retailer Roadmap Starting Point #2: Personalized 

offers with NCR Enterprise Preference Manager™ (EPM) 

and NCR AMS. 

NCR EPM empowers retailers to capture the voice of 

the consumer, create a consistent brand, and deliver 

the personalized shopping experience consumers want. 

When integrated with NCR AMS, consumer preferences 

can also be leveraged to create, disseminate and 

manage targeted offers, promotions and programs in 

real time.
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The Internet has provided retailers with a powerful 

and direct way of engaging with consumers. The 

modern consumer expects convenience and time 

savings. With “click and collect,” shoppers can 

eliminate the time it takes to navigate through a 

grocery store, as well as stand in a checkout line, 

from their busy schedules.

Seamless “pay online,  
pick up in store”  3

Key benefits of “click and collect” include  

time savings and convenience for the  

shopper. Providing the service also benefits  

the retailer, typically translating into increased 

loyalty and the elevated importance of future 

messages and offers.



NCR Retail Transaction Service (RTS) solution  

can transform the way retailers do business  

with today’s consumers.
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60% of consumers (65% in Japan; 61% in Europe; 

50% in North America) desire a “click and collect” 

purchase option during the online check-out 

process.# The positive news is grocery retailers fared 

well in providing this shopping convenience—40% 

offered this service while 51% did not. Of note, North 

American grocery retailers lagged far behind Europe 

and Japan in this category (23% versus 55% and 

70%, respectively).± 

Retailer Roadmap Starting Point #3: NCR Retail 

Transaction Services (RTS) solution.

NCR RTS is a leading point-of-sale application and 

integrated suite of services that enables retailers to 

allow customers to shop online, place products in their 

shopping cart and then pay with a credit card.

The Consumer-Retailer Gap

Where do I begin? 



Modern shopper is comfortable using technology 

to guide their purchase decisions. Among the 

shoppers surveyed by NCR, more than half stated 

they would be willing to use in-store kiosks in 

instances where personnel was not available. 

Consumers want the choice and convenience  

that self-service provides.

Self-service  
in-store4

It seems that non-grocery retailers are seizing the potential 

of self-service more quickly than other segments: 43% 

already offer their consumers the ability to place web and 

catalog orders in-store and another 26% plan to do so in 

the near future.4

An informed consumer is an empowered consumer.
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The Consumer-Retailer Gap
53% of consumers surveyed, of which 62% were 

North American, believe kiosks are an important 

in-store offering.# Out of “favorite-ranked” grocery 

retailers in the nine countries observed, only 34% 

offered this feature versus 61%* that did not.±

Where do I begin? 

Retailer Roadmap Starting Point #4: Self-Service 

Information Kiosks with NCR Netkey. 

NCR Netkey is an enterprise-level kiosk and digital 

signage platform that enables retailers to create and 

manage content remotely. NCR Netkey kiosks can also 

be used for way-finding, price inquiry, product details  

or as an endless aisle solution to facilitate an online 

order when a particular item is not in stock. 

An interactive, self-service information solution,  

NCR Netkey enables shoppers get the information 

they need in instances where personnel was  

not available.
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Although in-store cashiers are a retail mainstay, an increasing number of shoppers are using their 

mobile device to scan and bag items in-aisle rather than en-masse at the checkout lane. 

According to VDC Research, retailers and consumers both benefit from self-scanning.5 Consumers enjoy a faster 

checkout, receive personalized/targeted offers, and are able to monitor their spending in real time as they shop. 

Retailers gain valuable insight into consumer purchasing behavior and store utilization/traffic patterns, and have 

the opportunity to influence shoppers at the point of decision via targeted offers—leading to larger average 

basket sizes.

Market research indicates that mobile “scan and pay” technology represents a huge untapped sales opportunity 

for early adopters. Yet, the growing use of mobile devices by consumers to “close the deal” has, for the most 

part, been ignored by grocery retailers. The message for retailers is that it’s not too late to start paying attention.

Mobile scan and pay5
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The Consumer-Retailer Gap
52% of consumers surveyed (64% in North America; 

51% in Europe; 44% in Japan) would like for their 

favorite grocery retailer to provide this mobile 

service.# Despite this demand, just 12% of “favorite-

ranked” grocery retailers provided this service versus 

84%* that did not.± 

Where do I begin? 

In the first quarter of 2012, 12% of all  

traffic on smart mobile devices was  

attributed to commerce.6

Retailer Roadmap Starting Point #4: Mobile Scan 

and Pay with NCR Mobile Shopping.

NCR Mobile Shopping enables consumers to scan their 

items as they shop, using their own personal device. 
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Despite consumer demand, grocery retailers are behind 

in their adoption of technology to support consumer 

transactions on a mobile device. While mobile “scan  

and pay” functionality has greater prevalence in Europe 

and Japan, it is only beginning to take shape in the 

United States.

Other than a couple of notable exceptions—including 

Stop & Shop and Giant Food Stores (both subsidiaries 

Mobile “ scan and pay” solutions

are on the horizon.
of the Dutch retailing group Ahold)—there are few 

merchants in the U.S. that have invested in self-scanning 

technology.

Walmart, however, could singlehandedly change that in 

the near term; the big box store recently announced it is 

currently testing its own self-scanning app, called “Scan 

and Go.”

Walmart, could singlehandedly change 

techonlogy of U.S. grocery retailers on  

scan and pay solutions.
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NCR’s benchmarking results indicate a disconnect between 

what shoppers expect and what retailers are actually 

delivering. NCR’s suite of converged retailing solutions 

can help retailers chart their course for moving beyond 

multi-channel retailing to an omni-channel model, which 

provides consumers with a highly personalized, digitally 

enabled, self-service experience across all channels.

By following a roadmap, grocers can 
meet consumer demand for a converged 
retailing experience.

•	 For Electronic Couponing: NCR Advanced Marketing 

Solution (AMS) coordinates electronic opt-in of offers 

(coupon to card) and any associated loyalty programs 

(points, etc.). AMS also connects consumers with 

retailers across any available touchpoint. 

•	 For “Click and Collect”: NCR Retail Transaction 

Services (RTS) is a leading point-of-sale application 

and integrated suite of services, allowing retailers to 

manage all their in-store subsystems—such as self-

checkout, scales, price checkers and more—under a 

single pricing and promotions engine.
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Roadmap for Grocery Retailers:



•	 For Mobile Scan and Pay: NCR Mobile Shopping 

provides a way for consumers to scan items as they 

shop and then transfer their basket to a self-service 

terminal to complete the sale. 

•	 For Personalized Offers: NCR Enterprise Preference 

Manager (EPM) and NCR Advanced Marketing 

Solution (AMS) enable highly personalized offers.  

EPM captures consumer preferences by learning their 

behaviors (e.g., volume, language) and their expressed 

choices for products, services or other data points. 

These collected preferences can then be aligned with 

personalized offers created in and executed by AMS.

•	 For Self-Service Information Kiosks: NCR Netkey 

enables retailers to provide an array of self-service 

features, including loyalty offer redemption and in-

store order placement. Netkey kiosks can also be used 

for way-finding, price inquiry, product details or as an 

endless aisle solution. 
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About the research

NCR conducted two surveys to make up the NCR 2012 C-tailing Research: Global Consumer Insights Survey and the NCR Retailer Benchmark Study.

To gain insights into consumer preferences for multi-channel service offerings, NPD was commissioned to complete 300 consumer surveys in nine countries with 
grocery and non-grocery retailers. Countries surveyed included: Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Spain, Sweden, the UK and the United States.

NCR Customer Experience Consulting conducted a benchmark study to gather data from top retailers in Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Spain, Sweden, the 
UK and the United States to determine which of the multi-channel capabilities selected as “most desired” by consumers were currently provided by the “top” and 
“consumer favorite” retailers.

Sources 
# Results of the NCR Global Consumer Insights Survey

± Results of the NCR Retailer Benchmark Study

* Calculation note: In the Retailer Benchmark Study not all retailers were observed, resulting in percentages not equal to 100. 

1  Retail Systems Research (RSR). Omni-Channel 2012: Cross-Channel Comes of Age, 2012 Benchmark Report. Nikki Baird and Brian Kilcourse

2  2011 Coupons.com survey

3  Safeway’s Just for U loyalty platform, shopping app driving optimism at the chain:  
 http://www.drugstorenews.com/article/safeways-just-u-loyalty-platform-shopping-app-driving-optimism-chain?ad=retail-news

4  Aberdeen Group: The New Point-of-Service Study, August 2012

5  Walmart Could Bring Self-Scanning to the Mainstream:  
 http://blog.vdcresearch.com/autoid/2012/09/walmart-could-bring-self-scanning-to-the-mainstream.html

6  Infographic: The Mobile Commerce Ecosystem: www.pymnts.com
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why NCR? 
NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is the global leader in consumer transaction technologies, turning 
everyday interactions with businesses into exceptional experiences. With its software, hardware, 
and portfolio of services, NCR enables more than 300 million transactions daily across the retail, 
financial, travel, hospitality, telecom and technology industries. NCR solutions run the everyday 
transactions that make your life easier.

NCR is headquartered in Duluth, Georgia with over 26,000 employees and does business in 180 
countries. NCR is a trademark of NCR Corporation in the United States and other countries. 

NCR Corporation  |  3097 Satellite Boulevard . Duluth, Georgia 30096 . USA 

NCR continually improves products as new technologies and components become available. NCR, therefore, reserves the right to change 
specifications without prior notice. All features, functions and operations described herein may not be marketed by NCR in all parts of the world. 
Consult your NCR representative or NCR office for the latest information. NCR APTRA is a registered trademark of NCR Corporation in the United 
States and/or other countries. All brand and product names appearing in this document are trademarks, registered trademarks or service marks of 
their respective holders.
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